Cyclone Dust Collector

When purchasing a CNC Router, it is easy to overlook other auxiliary equipment needed to run the router. Proper dust collection is imperative. Techno routers run at high speeds and generate a fair amount of chips and dust. Collection of this debris and, most importantly, dust that gets airborne is crucial.

Techno is proud to offer a 2HP two-stage high-performance cyclone dust collector with 0.2 – 2.0 Micron external filter cartridge.

**FEATURES**
- 2HP, TEFC, 230V, 1-phase motor
- 39” External filter cartridge which captures particles between 0.2 and 2 microns @ 11 fpm face velocity
- Vacuum dust hood controlled via CNC, fits all high-frequency spindles
- Vacuum hood connection = 4.0”
- Includes ducting from cyclone to machine hood
- 55 gallon fiber drum

Bag Unit

Techno is proud to offer a powerful dust collector that features a 12” steel impeller driven by a 1.5HP AC motor.

**FEATURES**
- 1.5HP TEFC motor (110V or 220V option)
- 6” Outlet with (2) 4” openings
- Quiet operation
- Unit on wheels for easy mobility
- 1300 CFM air flow
- 10.3” static pressure

NOTE: See technical section for dust collection technical guide.